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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

Governor’s Message

GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS • SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 • (916) 445-2841

Dear Concerned Citizen:

I am proud to present the revised Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan for California
(2002–2006). This comprehensive plan is the result of a collaborative effort of
state and local government, and non-profit and private organizations. It lays
out California’s goals and provides a complete status of current seismic efforts
and activities in the Golden State.

California leads the nation in earthquake safety and preparedness, but the
Northridge, Loma Prieta and Napa earthquakes demonstrated a need for
continued improvements. This plan sets forth our strategy on how to proceed
with the State’s seismic mitigation efforts by prioritizing specific actions that
must be completed.

We need to make every effort to save future lives and minimize economic loss.
Although we cannot prevent or predict when an earthquake will occur, we can
minimize earthquake loss through our seismic safety efforts. I encourage all
Californians to utilize this plan to protect themselves and their community.

Sincerely,

GRAY DAVIS
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1

California’s Seismic Safety Commission
was established by legislation in January
1975 to set goals and priorities for earth-

quake safety. The California Earthquake Loss Reduc-
tion Plan, 2002–2006 is a comprehensive strategic
plan that sets forth statewide policy and direction
in pursuit of the vision for a safer California.

The earthquake policy process began in 1974
with the publication of the Final Report by the Joint
Legislative Committee on Seismic Safety. That re-
port identified the basic need for continuing efforts
to mitigate earthquake risks and spawned the es-
tablishment of the Commission. Since then, peri-
odic strategic plans, formerly known as California
at Risk, and numerous reports have been published
to fulfill the Commission’s mandate.

This version of the strategic plan satisfies three
needs:

• It continues to be the Commission’s policy
statement regarding actions necessary to
reduce earthquake risk over the long term.

• It guides the executive branch in its overall
implementation strategies and priorities for
seismic safety.

• It complies with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s (FEMA) National
Hazards Mitigation Strategy and is a part of the
state’s hazard mitigation plan required to
obtain federal mitigation funding after earth-
quakes.

This is a living document that continues to
evolve. It supports the Commission’s vision to the
year 2010, in conformance with the National Haz-
ards Mitigation Strategy. A continuous evaluation
process will refine the direction of the plan and
measure the results. Tracking of the results will be
done on a periodic basis and will be presented as
a separate report. Simply put, the plan is a matrix
of eleven elements. Each element addresses a dis-
tinct but interrelated area of concern, and each
supports and is supported by the others. Forty-
four strategies of equal importance are stated in
the plan. A total of 148 initiatives identify a new
or renewed effort to provide direction for imple-
mentation. Twelve of the initiatives are consid-
ered critically important and should be imple-
mented as having the highest priority. The
Administration, the Legislature, and others re-
sponsible for earthquake safety will provide the
leadership for implementation of the initiatives.
Individual implementation plans will describe the
actions and costs required to accomplish the in-
tent of the initiatives.

California has already made significant
progress toward earthquake safety; with contin-
ued commitment, the objectives can be reached by
the year 2010. The focus is clear. Mitigation works!
Loss reduction is possible and practical.

Executive Summary



The Vision

More than 80 destructive earthquakes of
   magnitude 5.0 or higher have been re-
    corded in California since the early 1800s.

The last 15 years alone have seen at least ten dam-
aging earthquakes ranging in magnitude from 5.0
to 7.3. These earthquakes were considered of “mod-
erate” size, and fortunately they generally occurred
during nonworking hours. Even with such good
fortune, however, the resulting devastation clearly
demonstrated the need for continued efforts to re-
duce loss and speed recovery.

Natural hazards exist everywhere, and Califor-
nia is no exception. Throughout its history, the
state has experienced floods, tsunamis, wildfires,
droughts, landslides, volcanic eruptions, wind-
storms, and earthquakes. But of all these natural
disasters, earthquakes pose the greatest threat to
the lives, property, and economy of California. The
State’s Division of Mines and Geology estimates
that California’s yearly losses to structures, con-
tents, and income will average $4.7 billion per
year.1 FEMA estimates that California accounts for
approximately three-quarters of the nation’s seis-
mic risk to the general building stock.2 Hard facts
cannot be ignored:

• According to the U.S. Geological Survey, there
continues to be a very high probability that at
least one major earthquake will strike an
urban area in California in the next 30 years.

• The Loma Prieta (1989) and Northridge (1994)
earthquakes caused more than 100 deaths and
more than $50 billion in reported damage and
indirect losses.

The Vision 3

The California Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Act

(Government Code, Chapter 12,
Section 8870 et seq.)

The California Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act was
authored by Senators Alquist and Campbell and signed
into law by Governor Deukmejian on October 2, 1985.
The statute requires the Seismic Safety Commission to
prepare and administer a program setting forth priorities,
funding sources, amounts, schedules, and other resources
needed to reduce statewide earthquake hazards
significantly by the year 2000.

3The Northridge Earthquake of January 17, 1994: Report of Data Collection
and Analysis Prepared by the Geographic Information Systems Group of
the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services. Sacramento, 1994.

1An Evaluation of Future Earthquake Losses in California, Division of
Mines and Geology, 2000.
2 HAZUS 99 Estimated Annualized Earthquake Losses for the United

• In the Northridge earthquake alone, up to
125,000 people were left homeless, and 82,000
residential and commercial units (of which
60,000 were multifamily residential) and 5,400
mobile homes were damaged or destroyed.3

• The majority of California’s growing popula-
tion of 34 million live within 20 miles of active
earthquake faults. According to Federal
Emergency Management Agency, the popula-
tion at risk due to earthquakes will dramati-
cally increase by the year 2010. New homes,
communities, and infrastructure will be
developed to accommodate the population
growth, and the risk of human and economic
loss from earthquakes will rise accordingly.

California’s frequency of damaging earthquakes
and the effects of a growing population create un-
acceptable levels of risk. Therefore, the state of
California is committed to an aggressive earth-
quake loss reduction policy.



No one can prevent earthquakes nor accurately
predict them, but through the California Earthquake
Loss Reduction Plan, loss of life and property can be
significantly reduced.

Evolution of the Plan

Earthquake loss reduction may be defined as
sustained action to reduce or eliminate long-term
risk to human life, property, and the economy
from earthquakes.

In 1986, the California Earthquake Hazards Re-
duction Act directed California’s Seismic Safety
Commission to establish a series of multiyear pro-
grams to significantly reduce earthquake risk. The
first edition of the program, known as California at
Risk, became the state’s official earthquake hazard
reduction plan for 1987–1992. The second and
third editions (the plans for 1992–1996 and 1997–
2001) built on the first, adding significant new data
and initiatives for action. This edition addresses
the period from 2002 to 2006. The earlier editions
served well as catalysts for legislation and signifi-
cant accomplishments in the areas of identifying
seismic hazards and improving the safety of hospi-
tals, homes, mobile homes, transportation, and
infrastructures.

After the Loma Prieta earthquake, FEMA re-
quired the state to provide an earthquake hazard
reduction plan to establish eligibility for mitigation
funding. California at Risk was recognized as the
state’s earthquake mitigation plan. The plan has
evolved into a multiuse document, serving state
agencies, local governments, schools, businesses,
volunteer and other private nonprofit agencies,
and individuals. It presents broad objectives and
recommends strategies for achieving them by the
year 2010. Responsibility for implementing and
accomplishing the objectives rests with individu-
als, private businesses, and appropriate agencies.

The federal government emphasizes partner-
ships among all levels of government and the pri-
vate sector. These alliances form the foundation of
the plan to empower all Americans to fulfill their
responsibility for ensuring safer communities. The
California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan ac-
knowledges the state’s commitment to this multi-
level partnership. Included in that partnership are

government agencies (federal, state, and local)
that carry out seismic safety activities, academic
institutions, the private sector, and volunteer or-
ganizations.

California has learned important lessons from
its earthquakes. By continuing to support new
and ongoing efforts to protect its people and the
built environment, the state can be more effective
in reducing damage and injury from succeeding
earthquakes. California’s effective reduction of its
seismic risk will ensure environmental and eco-
nomic viability for the lives of Californians.

Great strides have been taken in protecting the
lives, property, and economy of Californians from
earthquakes. Although progress to date has been
good, there is much more that must be done if the
vision of a safer California is to become a reality.

The Vision

The lives and properties of the citizens of Cali-
fornia are being made safer from potentially dev-
astating earthquakes by the implementation of an
effective, long-term seismic safety policy that has
the following as its basic principles:

• Continual advancement in education and
science about earthquakes and techniques for
mitigating their effects

• Evolutionary advancement in public policy
affecting the design, construction, and retro-
fit of California’s built environment

• Effective preparedness, immediate emergency
response, and successful personal and economic
recovery

The Goals by the Year 2010

To achieve the vision, the California Earthquake
Loss Reduction Plan presents three basic goals to
be accomplished by the year 2010:

Advancement in Learning About Earthquakes

Applicable and effective research in geoscience,
engineering, and social sciences about earth-
quakes, including techniques for mitigating their
effects, will be the basis of California’s mitigation
strategies. The full spectrum of educational op-
portunities and communication strategies will

4 California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan



effectively transfer that knowledge to the policy
makers, the professions, and the public.

Advancement in Building for Earthquakes

Public policy affecting the design and retrofit of
vulnerable existing structures will encourage cost-
effective mitigation. The design and construction
of all new structures will be based on higher per-
formance standards that increase reliable levels of
protection for both the lives and property of its
citizens, and will ensure continued strength in the
California economy.

Advancement in Living with Earthquakes

Preparedness and emergency response systems
will effectively minimize the pain and suffering
from potentially disastrous earthquakes. Both
short- and long-term efforts to accomplish per-
sonal and economic recovery will significantly
reduce their impact. Californians will be better
prepared to understand, respond, and recover.

The Vision 5

Making Progress

Progress in achieving these goals should be
monitored and reported on a regular basis by
tracking measurable progress of key elements for
each goal. For example, the advancement in learn-
ing about earthquakes can be monitored by the
increase in the percentage of mapping of high-risk
urban areas with respect to earthquake hazards.
Advancement in Building for Earthquakes can be
monitored by the reduction in the percentage of
buildings at significant risk. Advancement in Liv-
ing with Earthquakes can monitor the increase in
the number of local communities with an inte-
grated and verified response plan. A system
should be developed to help public agencies and
private organizations set priorities for earthquake
risk management efforts.



The Perspective

The California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan
continues an ongoing quest for safety from
the hazards of earthquakes and the state’s

goal-setting policy. The process began in 1974 with
the publication of the Final Report of the Joint Leg-
islative Committee on Seismic Safety, which was
established after the 1969 Santa Rosa earthquake.
The Report summarized the history of early seismic
safety policy and the achievements of the joint
committee during its existence from 1970 to 1974.
It also made several recommendations, principal of
which was the creation of the Seismic Safety Com-
mission.

Commission Established

The Seismic Safety Commission was established
by legislation that took effect on January 1, 1975.
The legislation directed the Commission to engage
in the following activities:

• Set mitigation and recovery goals and priori-
ties in the public and private sectors.

• Request state agencies to devise criteria to
promote earthquake and disaster safety.

• Recommend changes in programs to state
agencies, local agencies, and the private sector
to further seismic safety.

• Encourage research.

• Help coordinate the earthquake safety activi-
ties of government at all levels.

Within hours of their doors being opened in
Sacramento on August 1, 1975, the nearby Oroville
earthquake shook the Commission’s offices. Since
then, the Commission has investigated virtually
every damaging California earthquake in its con-
tinuing quest for seismic safety.

Soon after its establishment, the Commission
inaugurated a process for updating the joint
committee’s report to keep the state’s vision alive.

6 California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan

The First Report

From its beginning the Commission recognized
that adoption and implementation of its recom-
mendations were critical to successfully reducing
earthquake risk.

The Commission’s first report, Goals and Policies
for Earthquake Safety in California, was published in
1979. The report reemphasized many of the joint
committee’s recommendations and added others.
It focused on several common but key subject ar-
eas: the roles of governments, private sector, and
the professions; land use, especially general plan
implementation by local governments; and im-
proved standards for new construction, including
enforcement and quality control. The report also
addressed locating, designing, constructing, and
operating critical facilities and lifeline systems;
dealing with existing hazardous buildings;
strengthening preparedness and response capa-
bilities; guiding earthquake recovery; and promot-
ing earthquake information, education, and train-
ing. In addition, the report contained
recommendations on financing seismic safety pro-
grams, dealing with earthquake prediction, and
defining and supporting needed research.

The SB1279 Report

Senate Bill 1279 of 1978 laid the foundation for
California’s strategic planning process with re-
spect to seismic safety. This legislation followed
two significant earthquakes in China, one of
which was predicted by the People’s Seismologi-
cal Bureau. Those events were a damaging earth-
quake in Haicheng in 1975 and a devastating
earthquake in Tangshan in 1976.

SB 1279 directed the Commission to assess the
policy and program implications of earthquake
prediction and to develop a strategic seismic
safety program and financing plan for California.
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The resulting report, Earthquake Hazards Manage-
ment: An Action Plan for California, was published in
1982. In addition to reflecting the Commission’s
own thinking, the report reiterated the recommen-
dations of a subcommittee of the Assembly Com-
mittee on Government Organization and a
Governor’s Task Force on Earthquake Prepared-
ness. Commonly known as the 1279 report, it rec-
ommended a five-year, $721 million improvement
program to support major new initiatives.

California at Risk

Because of its desire to maintain the momentum
of a goal- and policy-setting process, the Commis-
sion sponsored the California Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Act of 1986. Enactment followed the
devastating Mexico City earthquake of 1985, which

brought home the specter of massive urban losses.
The legislation was passed by the Legislature, was
signed by Governor Deukmejian, and became ef-
fective January 1, 1986, officially launching the
Commission’s strategic planning. Its goal was
simple:

To significantly reduce statewide seismic
hazards by the end of the century

The Commission was assigned the tasks of pre-
paring and administering the program, which in-
cluded setting priorities, finding funding sources,
establishing amounts, and dealing with schedules.
Implementation of the program involves more
than 40 state agencies that share responsibilities for
seismic safety.

The program was built around the concept of
a regular series of five-year plans with annual

Sources: California Geology, California Department of Conservation, 1986; Earthquake History of the U.S., U.S. Departments of Commerce and Interior, 1982; records of California
Office of Emergency Services; compiled and revised by California Seismic Safety Commission, 2001.

Significant Damaging California Earthquakes

Relative sizes of earthquakes, as recorded or estimated
on the Richter scale, are indicated by the diameter of the
dots at the indicated locations.

WHITTIER NARROWS, 1987

LONG BEACH, 1933

SIERRA MADRE, 1991

NORTHRIDGE, 1994

SANTA BARBARA, 1925

SAN FERNANDO, 1971

LOMA PRIETA, 1989

MORGAN HILL, 1984

SAN FRANCISCO, 1906

SANTA ROSA, 1969

CAPE MENDOCINO, 1992

EUREKA, 1954, 1980

LANDERS/BIG BEAR, 1992

FORT TEJON, 1857

KERN COUNTY, 1952

COALINGA, 1983

CHALFANT VALLEY, 1986
OWENS VALLEY, 1980

WINTERS-VACAVILLE, 1892

TAHOE, 1966

OROVILLE, 1975

IMPERIAL VALLEY, 1940, 1979, 1987

PALM SPRINGS, 1986

NAPA VALLEY, 2000

OWENS VALLEY, 1872

HECTOR MINE, 1999



program reports. The first document, known as
California at Risk, was published for 1987–1992. It
contained 70 new initiatives.

The second edition covered the 1992–1996 pe-
riod. That edition reduced the number of initia-
tives to 42 in the following categories: Existing
Vulnerable Facilities, New Facilities, Emergency
Response Management, Disaster Recovery, Re-
search, and Information/Education.

The Commission assessed implementation by
publishing intervening status reports. Each report
contains comments on what has been achieved,
what has been delayed, and what remains to be
initiated. Many lessons have been learned and re-
learned from earthquakes that have occurred since
1986. Those events include the damaging earth-
quakes that occurred in 1987 at Whittier Narrows,
in 1989 at Loma Prieta, and in 1994 at Northridge.
The resulting data have been incorporated by the
Commission into its strategic planning process.

The 1997 Edition

The third edition of the strategic plan covered
the 1997-2001 period and continued a thinking and
planning process that began over 20 years ago.
Although the Commission took an appropriate
new look and somewhat different emphasis, it did
so with a continued commitment to the original
goals and the intent that the document serve mul-
tiple purposes:

• First, it continued to be the Commission’s
policy statement about what needs to be done
to reduce earthquake risk over the long term.

• Second, it is the state’s strategic plan guiding
the California Executive Branch agencies in
their overall implementation strategies and
priorities for seismic safety.

• Third, it complies with the National Hazards
Mitigation Strategy and serves as the state’s
federally required hazard mitigation plan for
earthquakes.

The 2002 Edition

The 2002 edition of the plan revises and updates
the elements and initiatives of the 1997 edition. A
critical initiative under each element is prioritized,

and a completion time frame has been added. The
main objective of this edition is to advance three
basic goals of the Commission by the year 2010:

• Learning about earthquakes

• Building to resist earthquakes

• Living with earthquakes

Although formats, styles, priorities, and other
elements have changed over the years, the strate-
gic planning approach has produced several long-
term accomplish ments:

• The Commission has maintained a legisla-
tively required process to define and recom-
mend broad safety policy goals, priorities,
and means of implementation.

• The process has influenced the scope and
direction of many programs and provided an
“agenda-in-waiting” of recommended actions
to be proposed when opportunities arise.

• The process has provided a framework for
defining the Commission’s regular legislative
program and for supporting or opposing
relevant legislation proposed by others.

• The process has served the broader earth-
quake constituency by providing an accept-
able, policy-oriented, state-level strategic
plan.

• The process has provided specific recommen-
dations supporting individual agencies’
statutory bases and program operations.

• The process has helped the Commission and
others review and evaluate accomplishments
as well as identify remaining seismic safety
needs.

• The resulting document is serving as
California’s qualified and required mitigation
plan for earthquakes, helping eligible state
and local agencies and other organizations
receive about $1 billion in federal mitigation
grant funds awarded after the 1994
Northridge earthquake.

This edition of the California Earthquake Loss Re-
duction Plan, like all of its predecessors, is dedi-
cated to the continuing quest to reduce loss and
speed recovery.

8 California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan



The Benefits

1A second (magnitude 7.5) earthquake occurred 36 hours after the initial event.
2A second (magnitude 7.2) earthquake occurred in Turkey near the eastern margin of the area damaged from the magnitude 7.4 Kocaeli, Turkey, earthquake.
The figures presented in the table are presented for both earthquakes.
3A second (magnitude 6.6) earthquake occurred near El Salvador.
4Information comes from a variety of sources and in some cases may not be entirely accurate.

Comparison of Major Earthquakes

India
2001

7.7

20,005

1,120,000

Event

Magnitude

Loss of Life

Buildings
with Severe
 Damage

Mexico
City
1985

8.1/7.51

10,000

5,700

Loma
Prieta
1989

6.9

63

27,000

Northridge,
CA

1994

6.7

57

14,000

Kobe,
Japan
1995

7.1

5,400

150,000

Turkey
1999

7.4/7.22

17,439

115,000

Taiwan
1999

7.6

2,043

81,000

El Salvador
2001

7.6/6.63

1,159

258,000

The Benefits 9

M itigation works! Upgrading existing
   vulnerable structures, using better
   designs in new construction, and increas-

ing preparedness in all areas are the most cost-
effective ways to reduce loss and achieve recovery
from earthquakes.

Compared with the criteria used in other
seismically active areas of the world, California’s
higher standards of construction show that the
benefits are real even if they cannot be quantified.

In fact, the magnitude of losses in recent earth-
quakes in Turkey, Taiwan, El Salvador, and India
show that, when compared to recent California
earthquakes, the state’s use of sound design and
construction practices is making a difference in
controlling losses. However, based on observa-
tions from the Northridge earthquake, there is still
room for improvements to reduce earthquake-
related losses in California.

Quantifying benefits is not easy. Common
sense tells us that action taken to reduce the loss

from earthquakes produces better results than
inaction. If a building is constructed to higher per-
formance standards, it will suffer less damage
than one not constructed to those higher stan-
dards. But the questions often asked—how much
better, is it cost effective, or has it been proved in
an actual event—all go unanswered. Unfortu-
nately, current quantitative cost-benefit analysis is
not far enough along to support what common
sense and good professional judgment tell us is
true about earthquake mitigation. The reason lies
in several areas: 1) placing a dollar value on life
itself has not reached universal acceptance; 2)
placing a dollar value on the speculation of dam-
age and disruption is still an inexact process; 3)
predicting when and how earthquakes will impact
any particular building cannot be done accurately;
and 4) real-life testing before and after mitigation
is not possible. The benefits are sure to accrue but
the amounts are hard to quantify. Therefore, the
deciding factors in mitigation are most often



based on qualitative rather than quantitative
analysis.

Taking Action

Postearthquake investigations show that miti-
gation works, but there is still the question of cost.
Establishing the mandate, committing the re-
sources, and authorizing the mitigation will not
happen unless governments complete some
evaluation of the required resources.

Traditionally, the focus has been on life safety.
This minimum level of seismic mitigation has
been driven by mandatory government actions.
Today, however, there is a growing trend toward
mitigating economic loss by voluntarily setting
higher standards to protect property and ensure
continuance of business operations. The combined
economic losses from the Loma Prieta earthquake
in 1989 and the Northridge earthquake in 1994
exceed $50 billion. Northridge alone resulted in
the second largest economic loss caused by a natu-
ral disaster in the nation’s history. We know miti-
gation can save lives, but significant increases in
economic loss have motivated the movement to-
ward even higher levels of mitigation.

In California the mitigation movement is still
emerging. In a 1996 memorandum on the subject
of voluntary seismic retrofit in the state, the Sen-
ate Office of Research stated: “Very little volun-
tary commercial retrofit activity is occurring. Most
commercial activity is because of mandatory local
programs to strengthen, demolish, or reduce occu-
pancy of unreinforced masonry buildings, or as
the result of earthquake damage.” That finding
belies the fact that professionals involved in earth-
quake loss reduction (structural engineers, insur-
ance specialists, national economists) agree that
mitigation works, and that cost-effective means

exist by which the losses can be reduced. State-
mandated programs, such as the Field Act for
public schools and the Hospital Act for hospitals,
have proven their value in loss reduction.

Major corporations and institutions are moving
toward mitigation actions that involve seismic
retrofit of existing facilities and higher perfor-
mance standards for new facilities. These actions
are motivated by the need to ensure protection of
property, continuance of operations, and greater
levels of life safety.

Encouraging cost-effective earthquake loss re-
duction efforts is good public policy. Effective
mitigation requires three steps: 1) creating cost-
effective design and construction solutions; 2)
setting priorities; and 3) committing the necessary
resources. The design and construction solutions
are available; priorities will vary with each of the
steps and are well within their control; however,
committing the resources is a stumbling block.
The key to encouraging sustained, voluntary miti-
gation efforts lies in incentives that stimulate the
private sector to take action. Many public and
private entities have already initiated earthquake
mitigation actions, and more will do so in the fu-
ture. The movement is under way. But much more
needs to be done if we are to reduce the losses and
speed recovery.

Conclusion

Recognizing the magnitude of economic loss
caused by property damage and operational disrup-
tion is becoming the deciding factor in earthquake
mitigation throughout California. The economy of
California cannot withstand repeated Loma Prieta
or Northridge disasters. The benefits of earthquake
loss reduction far outweigh the cost.

10 California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan
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The California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan
sets forth basic government policy and
direction in pursuit of the vision for a safer

California. Mitigation works! Loss reduction is
possible and practical. Significant progress has
already been made, and with continued commit-
ment, the objectives can be reached by the year
2010.

The plan rests on the fact that increased levels of
seismic performance—through the upgrading of
existing vulnerable structures, better design of new
construction, and increased preparedness in all
areas—provide the most cost-effective method to
reduce loss and improve recovery from earth-
quakes.

The plan is a road map to achieve a safer Cali-
fornia. It contains 11 elements, each addressing a
distinct but interrelated area of concern. The plan
sets forth statewide objectives and strategies to
support the plan’s goals. Each element is both a
stand-alone avenue to pursue improved levels of

risk reduction and preparedness for that particular
element and a cross street interconnected with the
other elements. As such, the plan is a matrix, with
each element supporting and being supported by
others. The goals, objectives, and strategies pre-
sented address the state’s most pressing seismic
issues.

Each element is of equal importance in the quest
for a safer California, and each is considered an
indispensable part of the plan. The elements are
not intended as a listing of detailed action items,
but rather a presentation of broad policy and di-
rection from which agencies at all levels of govern-
ment can be guided. Individual one-page policy
statements for each element follow.

More detailed actions that support the plan are
presented in “The Initiatives” and provide refine-
ment to the overall plan of action. Ultimately, it is
the responsibility of each agency and individual to
ensure that their actions fulfill the intent of the
plan.



The Plan Matrix

Geosciences

Insufficient use of
current geologic
knowledge

Full application of
geosciences

Improve use of
current geoscience
knowledge

Apply consistent
geoscience
standards

Show cost-
effectiveness

Concerns

Objective(s)

Strategies

Research and
Technology

Insufficient technical
knowledge

Sustained research,
effective transfer of
technology

Support risk
reduction research

Ensure applicability
to risk reduction

Demonstrate value
of research for
improving seimic
safety

Coordinate research
activities

Greater levels of
risk reduction

State to operate
the program.

State = minimal
Local = none
User = varies

Reduced insurance
rates, tax benefits

Education and
Information

Insufficiently
educated and
informed citizenry

Increased knowl-
edge to make
effective decisions

Promote
competency of
professionals

Increase public
awareness

Inform public
officials

Economics

Unacceptable
economic losses

Shift of design and
construction policies
to economic value
basis

Demonstrate cost-
effectiveness

Develop incentives

Include property
protection in model
codes

Land Use

Seismic hazards not
incorporated in
general plans

Balance between
growth and seismic
hazards

Incorporate seismic
hazards data in
general plans

Strengthen the
California Environ-
mental Quality Act
(CEQA) process

Develop mitigation
techniques

EarthquakeSafety

Learning About Earthquakes

Benefits

Responsibilities

Costs

Incentives

Support ongoing
research

Better performance
to reduce losses

State is prime
motivator; local
entities are
enforcers.

State = ongoing
Local = minimal
User = < 2 percent

Building and zoning
trade-offs, insurance
rates, tax benefits

Strenthen K–12
earthquake
programs

Better educated
policy makers and
professionals

State is prime
motivator; local
entities are
enforcers.

State = minimal
Local = none
User = negligible

Strong state policy,
public demand

Protect functionality
of infrastructure

Improved economic
viability and reduced
tax impact

State is prime
leader; all levels
participate.

State = minimal
Local = minimal
User = varies

Strong state policy,
public demand

Protect areas from
inundation

Avoid negative
impact on planning
goals

State to develop
data; local entities
to implement;
owners to use.

State = minimal
Local = varies
Owner = minimal

Zoning trade-offs,
density rights,
transfers, etc.
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Existing
Buildings

Property protection
deficiencies in
buildings

Upgrade vulnerable
buildings to
acceptable
performance levels

Provide incentives
to retrofit

Initiate broad
educational efforts

Develop effective
methodologies

Upgrade vulnerable
buildings and other
structures

Significant reduction
in loss of life and
costs

State is prime
motivator; all levels
participate.

State = minimal
Local = minimal
User = varies

Economic and
regulatory

New
Buildings

Unacceptable levels
of personal and
economic impact

Increased life,
property, and
economic safety

Include all new
buildimgs

Develop integrated
approach to seismic
design

Adopt California-
specific standards

Do performance-
focused research

Improved life-safety,
reduced economic
impact

State must enforce
plan for its own
properties.

State = minimal
Local = minimal
User = < 2 percent

Economic and
regulatory

Utilities and
Transportation

Catastrophic
personal and
economic loss

Protect life, limit
property damage,
resume function

Ensure performance
standards

Mitigate secondary
effects

Evaluate and
prioritize mitigation
measures

Retrofit critical
systems

Economic viability of
the region and state

State is the lead;
each system owner
must participate.

State = minimal
Local = none
Utility = varies

Economic and
regulatory

Preparedness

Insufficient under-
standing and action

Increased under-
standing and ability
to act

Increase under-
standing of potential
impact

Develop compre-
hensive approach

Encourage
individuals to act

Improve K–12
school preparedness

Minimized personal
losses

State provides
leadership; individual
entities implement.

State = minimal
Local = minimal
User = minimal

Strong state policy,
public demand

Emergency
Response

Insufficient respon-
sive and sustainable
systems

Improved communi-
cations and medical
response

Improve communi-
cations

Improve medical
response

Improve search
and rescue

Improve emergency
management
capability

Preservation of lives
and property

State provides
facilities, equipment,
and training.

State = considerable
Local = minimal
User = negligible

Strong state policy,
public demand

Recovery

Impairments to
effective and speedy
recovery

Statewide recovery
plan and implementa-
tion

Establish a statewide
strategic recovery
plan

Expand interim and
long-term housing
capability

Expedite permitting
and rebuilding
processes

Provide accurate and
timely information

Minimized economic
disaster

State provides
leadership; local
entities implement.

State = considerable
Local = minimal
User = negligible

Strong state policy,
public demand

Building for Earthquakes Living with Earthquakes

The Plan Matrix 13
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Format for the Initiatives

The California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan,
2002–2006 sets forth the basic policy and
direction with which to seek the vision and

reach the goals (see pages 3 to 5) by the year 2010.
The initiatives provide definitive statewide strate-
gies that will lead to the intended goal. Just as each
element of the plan is considered an integral part
of the vision for a safer California, the initiatives
provide a necessary and integrated vehicle to focus
the state’s efforts in that quest. The initiatives have
been developed in recognition of, and with experi-
ence from, ongoing programs and are intended to
set forth practical plans of action to guide the
implementing agencies.
Each initiative is expressed as an action to be ac-
complished, indicating its priority, and, in the case
of those deemed “Critically Important,” the time
frame for its accomplishment. The primary goal of
the plan is loss reduction. The actions called for in
these initiatives are intended to help achieve that
goal. As the detailed action plans are developed,
they must be evaluated for the contribution they
make toward achieving the goal, the practicality of
their accomplishment, and the economic benefit
they provide.

Each initiative has been given a priority. De-
tailed action plans will be developed, and costs
will be determined as each initiative is imple-
mented.

Priority

All of the initiatives are considered necessary to
achieve the state’s goals. However, for effective
administration of the overall plan, they have been
organized into three priority levels: Critically Impor-
tant, Very Important, and Important.

Date

Each initiative should be started and completed
as soon as practical. The time to accomplish each
will vary depending on the action plan. The time
indicated for those initiatives deemed Critically
Important is considered a reasonable time by
which the initiatives should be accomplished.

Progress

Progress on each of the initiatives is presented
in the Progress Report for the California Earthquake
Loss Reduction Plan.

Implementing the initiatives will require a coop-
erative effort of various entities, both public and
private, at the local, state, and national levels.
Precise action plans or tactics that define who is
responsible and how an initiative is to be accom-
plished will be developed by the Administration,
the Legislature, and others responsible and affected.

The following pages summarize the initiatives
within each element of the plan.
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Geosciences Element

Strategies

Improve Use of Current Geoscience Knowledge

Require land use planning, building codes, and design
standards to use the most up-to-date and appropriate
geoscience knowledge as the basis for seismic risk reduc-
tion policy and application.

Apply Consistent Geoscience Standards

Require consistent statewide geoscience knowledge-based
methods and quality standards for seismic and fault rup-
ture risk reduction as basic elements of land use planning,
building codes, design, construction quality control, and
enforcement. Ensure that geoscience knowledge is infused
in all phases of the process.

Show Cost Effectiveness

Demonstrate the value of using existing geoscience infor-
mation to reduce seismic losses within the built environ-
ment, particularly for identifying site-specific hazards for
which project-specific risk reduction measures will have a
high benefit-to-cost ratio.

Support Ongoing Research

Establish a system for supporting and applying the re-
search and knowledge available from existing research
institutions and entities as a fundamental part of the
state’s seismic risk reduction policy. Geoscience knowl-
edge should be an integral part of the state’s public policy
on seismic risk reduction.

Benefits

The benefits are better use of geoscience knowledge, which
will enable professionals to improve planning and design in
order to achieve higher levels of performance and ensure
reduced losses.

Responsibilities

The state should take the lead in motivating and coordinating
the application of knowledge developed by the geoscience
community and the strategies outlined. Local agencies will be
responsible for implementation and enforcement.

Costs

Cost to the state for seismic hazard mapping will be in the
$40 million range; $20 million for the urban areas is the first
priority. Cost to local governments will be minimal; their role
will be primarily that of administrators of the policy. Cost to
the public will average less than 1 percent of the value of
structures in most areas of the state and less than 5 percent in
high seismicity areas. Cost can be as low as 2 percent if
proper, cost-effective design solutions are incorporated.

Incentives

Incentives may include zoning and building code options,
reduced insurance rates, and tax relief that reflect the value of
the improved seismic engineering.

Effective land use planning and design must recognize the geologic environment and
identify earthquake hazards. Every major earthquake yields new geologic data. Plan-
ning, design, and construction are not adequately incorporating this new knowledge,
however. Most advances have been motivated by reaction to disasters rather than
good risk reduction strategies based on current and proven geoscience knowledge.

Objectives

To continue to improve the structural performance of new and existing buildings and utility
and transportation systems through effective use of current geoscience knowledge. To ensure
consistent application of that knowledge and to continuously improve risk reduction strategies
based on application of the most current knowledge available.
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Geosciences Initiatives

Strategies and Initiatives

1.1 Improve Use of Current Geoscience Knowledge

1.1.1 Ensure efficient, accurate, and reliable completion of
the statewide Seismic Hazard Mapping Program for
California’s high-risk, developed and developing
areas. Utilize independent review and acceptance of
appropriate procedures to compile the data and con-
struct the maps. Include end users and others affected
as part of the independent review.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to Accomplish: 10 years

1.1.2 Include as part of the Seismic Hazard Mapping Act
continuous identification and mapping of all potential
seismic sources.

Priority: Very Important

 1.1.3 Develop uniform standards for installing and main-
taining strong motion instruments, including timely
and effective processing and disseminating of the
resulting data, for purposes of real-time notification
and earthquake engineering and damage evaluations
as a part of the Strong Motion Instrumentation Pro-
gram.

Priority: Very Important

1.1.4 Require federal and state dam owners to comply with
and pay for strong motion instrumentation of their
dams as a part of the Strong Motion Instrumentation
Program.

Priority: Important

1.1.5 Encourage owners of hazardous waste and municipal
solid waste containment facilities to pay for strong
motion instrumentation for their facilities as part of
the Strong Motion Instrumentation Program.

Priority: Important

1.1.6 Expand the network of strong motion reference sta-
tions in major urban areas throughout California so
there will be one per zip code to provide critical infor-
mation for emergency response and postearthquake
evaluation of structures.

Priority: Very Important

Objective: Full Application of Geosciences

1.2 Apply Consistent Geoscience Standards

1.2.1 Require local governments to provide consistent
application and enforcement of the Seismic Hazard
Mapping Program and the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zone Act criteria in all zoning and building code
applications.

Priority: Very Important

1.2.2 Incorporate geoscience knowledge and peer review in
planning, design, and construction processes at the
initial phase of public consideration and ensure that
the application of site-specific data is a required ele-
ment of all projects.

Priority: Very Important

1.2.3 Ensure that the design of new, and the performance of
existing, facilities (including major transportation and
utility systems and hazardous material facilities)
address the appropriate earthquake hazards.

Priority: Important

1.3 Show Cost Effectiveness

1.3.1 Develop and implement effective educational and
informational programs demonstrating the cost effec-
tiveness of using site-specific data in designing new
and retrofitting existing facilities. Make use of existing
case histories where possible.

Priority: Important

1.3.2 Develop and implement effective educational and
informational programs aimed at the technical profes-
sions to increase their understanding of strong motion
phenomena, including near-source and ground defor-
mation. Demonstrate success in the use of good stan-
dards of practice by the technical professions.

Priority: Very Important

1.3.3 Develop and implement effective educational and
informational programs demonstrating the cost effec-
tiveness of the use of data to provide accurate plan-
ning scenarios for earthquake preparedness and re-
sponse planning.

Priority: Important
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1.4 Support Ongoing Research

1.4.1 Develop data necessary to provide accurate and use-
ful planning scenarios to reduce the risk from seiche
and tsunami hazards.

Priority: Important

Geosciences Initiatives (Continued)

1.4.2 Support geoscience research that can be used to re-
duce earthquake risk and losses.

Priority: Important

1.4.3 Improve methods of assessing the cost effectiveness of
geoscience information in earthquake loss reduction
policy.

Priority: Very Important
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Earthquake professionals and decision makers still do not have sufficient knowledge
to implement effective measures to protect our communities from earthquake losses.
Many continue to rely on outdated or ineffective technologies and methods. Several
factors contribute to the problem:

1. Financial support for research has not kept pace with the need.
2. Research on issues critical to California has been inadequate.
3. Mechanisms to validate, adopt, and implement research findings are insufficient.

Objectives

To develop and sustain research that identifies cost-effective methods to improve seismic safety.
To facilitate the implementation of validated research findings.

Research & Technology Element

Strategies

Support Risk Reduction Research

Ensure adequate state funding for problem-focused re-
search as presented in the Seismic Safety Commission’s
Research and Implementation Plan for Earthquake Risk Reduc-
tion in California.

Ensure Applicability to Risk Reduction

Involve earthquake professionals and decision makers in
the research process to help set priorities, validate results,
and provide feedback on implementation.

Demonstrate Value of Research for
Improving Seismic Safety

Demonstrate the effectiveness of research for improving
seismic safety using laboratory tests, seismic simulations,
and postearthquake investigations.

Coordinate Research Activities

Review and evaluate federal, state, and industrial earth-
quake research activities to ensure that California earth-
quake risk reduction priorities are being adequately
addressed.

Benefits

The benefits are more cost-effective techniques to retrofit
existing structures in order to provide life safety and to de-
sign new construction to achieve higher protection of both
lives and property.

Responsibilities

The state is responsible for creation and operation of the Risk
Reduction Program; universities and private research institu-
tions, local agencies, building code officials, industry, corpo-
rations, and the professional communities will be involved in
the process.

Costs

Cost to the state for the Risk Reduction Program will be $5 to
$10 million annually. Cost to local agencies and the design
professionals will be negligible since The Plan envisions
better use of research results. Cost to end users will vary;
large entities may share in the cost since they will benefit
significantly. Cost to small entities will be negligible.

Incentives

Incentives for using advanced performance technology may
include reduced insurance rates and tax policies that reflect
the value of improved seismic performance without penaliz-
ing users.
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Objective: Cost-effective Methods to Improve Seismic Safety

Strategies and Initiatives

2.1 Support Risk Reduction Research

2.1.1 Support and cofund California-based seismic research
programs funded by federal agencies or the private
sector.

Priority: Critically Important
Duration: Ongoing

2.1.2 Update and carry out the Seismic Safety
Commission’s Research and Implementation Plan for
Earthquake Risk Reduction in California. Include provi-
sions for 1) public oversight and priority-setting func-
tions; 2) researchers who work with end users to
implement the plan; and 3) research that is conducted
by other public and private parties.

Priority: Important

2.1.3 Expand and fund problem-focused research directed
at providing information about seismic safety in Cali-
fornia, with priority on integrated, multidisciplinary
research efforts. Maintain a specific implementation
element in the program to facilitate and encourage the
incorporation of existing and new knowledge into
professional practice.

Priority: Very Important

2.1.4 Continue support of problem-focused research by
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center to
provide the technical basis for development of perfor-
mance-based building codes, standards, and prac-
tices.

Priority: Important

2.1.5 Establish a program to systematically gather perish-
able data from damaging earthquakes, including
strong ground motion, ground deformation and fail-
ure, facility performance, and impacts.

Priority: Very Important

2.2 Ensure Applicability to Risk Reduction

2.2.1 Apply cost-effective defense and space technologies
to earthquake risk reduction efforts.

Priority: Important

Research & Technology Initiatives

2.2.2 Require all state-funded seismic research to include
active participation by earthquake professionals and
decision makers from the outset through implementa-
tion and dissemination.

Priority: Very Important

2.2.3 Promote links between earthquake research organiza-
tions and industry to evaluate the performance of
new technologies, components, and systems.

Priority: Important

2.2.4 Work with federal agencies and research organiza-
tions to support development of education programs
for design professionals, building officials, and deci-
sion makers who implement research results.

Priority: Very Important

2.2.5 Promote programs of continuing education through
existing professional associations to communicate
research results to design professionals and land-use
planners.

Priority: Very Important

2.3 Demonstrate Value of Research for Improving
Seismic Safety

2.3.1 Document the effectiveness of research for improving
seismic safety using laboratory tests, seismic simula-
tions, and postearthquake investigations. Communi-
cate that information to design professionals, re-
searchers, policy makers, and the public.

Priority: Very Important

2.4 Coordinate Research Activities

2.4.1 Convene workshops, seminars, and public hearings
involving users of earthquake research to help estab-
lish priorities for reducing earthquake risk. Ensure
that the results of these activities will be reflected in
research objectives, plans, and priorities.

Priority: Very Important

2.4.2 Maintain a database of California earthquake research
activities, investigations, and research results that are
relevant to California’s needs.

Priority: Important
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Policy makers, professionals, and the public have an increasing awareness of earth-
quake risks but are still not adequately prepared for making effective decisions to re-
duce seismic risk. Consistent educational programs and information dissemination
systems are still lacking.

Objective

To initiate a comprehensive strategy for education and information sharing that will increase
the knowledge of  policy makers, professionals, and members of the public, enabling them to
make effective decisions about reducing losses from earthquakes and to encourage them to
undertake effective implementation action.

Education & Information Element

Strategies

Promote Competency of Licensed Professionals

Require professionals involved in the design and construc-
tion of the built environment to demonstrate competency
in seismic design as a licensing and relicensing require-
ment. Higher-education systems and technical professions
should provide appropriate educational programs to de-
velop and maintain that competency.

Increase Public Awareness

Develop an effective system for communicating informa-
tion about the overall impact of earthquakes and loss
reduction strategies to the general public. Convey demon-
strated cost-effectiveness strategies and incentives aimed
at reducing losses. Use an informed media and other
sources to promote and disseminate accurate information
on a continual basis.

Inform Public Officials

Develop an effective system for communicating informa-
tion about seismic risk and loss reduction strategies, in-
cluding demonstrated cost-effectiveness approaches, to
public officials at all governmental levels.

Strengthen K-12 Earthquake Programs

Strengthen K-12 public and private school programs to
integrate effective earthquake education within existing
curricula. Provide teacher training and develop materials
that address earthquake science, school preparedness, and
individual safety.

Benefits

Public officials, design professionals, and the public will be
better educated and informed about and supportive of earth-
quake loss reduction strategies and will implement mitiga-
tion techniques that will reduce the potential loss of life and
property and minimize business disruption.

Responsibilities

Responsibility rests primarily at the state level, with other
public and private sector involvement in much of the imple-
mentation. State government should take the lead in promot-
ing and coordinating the strategies outlined and place a high
priority on initiating programs necessary to achieve this goal.
Local governments are responsible for implementation and
code enforcement.

Costs

Cost to the state will be minimal since its role is one of pro-
moter, setting policy and direction. Cost to educational sys-
tems and other implementing agencies will be minor since
the strategies envision redirecting resources within existing
programs as opposed to additional programs. Cost to the
professional, for additional educational tuition, will be offset
by increased capability and marketability. Cost to the public
will be negligible.

Incentives

Without an educated and informed public at the core of this
issue, we cannot hope to achieve the goals of seismic safety
that this document envisions. There is a moral and ethical
obligation to focus efforts on elevating public understanding
of these issues.
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Objective: Increased Knowledge to Make Effective Decisions

Strategies and Initiatives

3.1 Promote Competency of Licensed Professionals

3.1.1 Require licensing renewals for all professionals associ-
ated with siting, design, inspection, and construction
of structures to include adequate continuing educa-
tion on all applicable seismic safety issues.

Priority: Very Important

3.1.2 Integrate earthquake loss reduction principles in all
appropriate land use, design, and construction-related
professional education programs as a part of the basic
curricula.

Priority: Important

3.2 Increase Public Awareness

3.2.1 Develop educational approaches and tools in seismic
hazard mitigation, including earthquake fundamen-
tals, identification of seismic hazards, safety informa-
tion about potentially hazardous building contents,
workplace safety, emergency plans, and risk assess-
ment techniques and tools for those responsible for
facilities operation and management.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 5 years

3.2.2 Provide tools to media practitioners to ensure report-
ing accuracy and to increase the level of understand-
ing among reporters and writers.

Priority: Important

3.2.3 Provide educational tools to homeowners aimed at
increasing their awareness of fundamental seismic
risks, and encourage implementation of mitigation
efforts.

Priority: Very Important

3.2.4 Develop and communicate information about 1) dem-
onstrated strategies for cost-effective seismic mitiga-
tion techniques; and 2) programs and incentives for
reducing losses.

Priority: Important

3.2.5 Provide in the higher-education systems programs
that increase knowledge and awareness of earthquake
fundamentals, loss reduction, preparedness, and
response issues.

Priority: Important

3.3 Inform Public Officials

3.3.1 Conduct educational sessions, including workshops
for state, city, and county officials, as well as other
community-based organizations, institutions, and
agencies, on vulnerability assessment and loss reduc-
tion measures.

Priority: Very Important

3.3.2 Develop and disseminate information on how public
officials can establish and manage community coali-
tions to support loss reduction.

Priority: Important

3.3.3 Require continuing education in all applicable seismic
safety issues for building officials.

Priority: Important

3.4 Strengthen K–12 Earthquake Programs

3.4.1 Implement cohesive K–12 curriculum elements on
earthquake fundamentals and mitigation as an inte-
gral part of the state’s educational standards. The
dual aim of this effort is that California schools will
produce an informed public and new generations of
scientists, planners, legislators, communicators, and
business leaders.

Priority: Important

3.4.2 Provide preservice and in-service training of teachers
relating to earthquake fundamentals, loss reduction,
preparedness, and response issues within the sci-
ences, environment, mathematics, history–social
science, and language arts curricula.

Priority: Very Important

Education & Information InitiativesEarthquakeSafety
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With respect to earthquakes, model codes, design, construction, and retrofit have been
driven by life-safety standards. This approach has provided a high degree of life safety,
but the preservation of property and the impact on economic value have been largely
ignored. Earthquakes have caused economic losses that could have been significantly
reduced if the state had had more effective policies that protected the functionality of
buildings and infrastructure.

Objectives

To emphasize policies in design, construction, and retrofit practices that protect property, con-
tents, and functionality in both public and private sector facilities, including infrastructure. To
develop incentives for cost-effective loss reduction.

Economics Element

Strategies

Demonstrate Cost Effectiveness

Demonstrate to decision makers the cost effectiveness of
mitigation policies for seismic loss reduction.

Develop Incentives

Develop economic and regulatory incentives to enhance
seismic performance of existing and new construction.

Include Property Protection in Model Codes

Incorporate cost-effective protection of property and func-
tionality as an integral part of model code regulation.

Protect Functionality of Infrastructure

Incorporate protection of system functionality as an inte-
gral part of infrastructure design, construction, and opera-
tion policies.

Benefits

The benefits are higher levels of seismic mitigation that re-
duces the risk to life, the vulnerability of the state’s economic
base, and potential unemployment after an earthquake. The
tax impact will be reduced by maintaining a more reliable
employment and property tax base while reducing post-
earthquake recovery costs and recovery time.

Responsibilities

Responsibility rests at the state level, with other public and
private sector involvement in much of the implementation.
The state should provide strong leadership in directing a shift
in public policy from a minimum prescriptive basis to a
higher-performance basis for seismic risk reduction. This shift
will require participation from all elements of the public-
policy spectrum, including state and local government agen-
cies, the League of California Cities, financial and insurance
institutions, and code organizations.

Costs

Cost to the state for agency implementation will be minimal,
because the state’s role is to motivate and to set policy and
direction, rather than to undertake new programs. Costs to
local governments will also be minimal since they will prima-
rily be administrators of the policy. Cost to the public will
depend on the amount of mitigation required, but will be
offset by the benefits.

Incentives

Achieving the objectives of this element depends on strong
policy as part of the state’s overall risk reduction plan. While
reducing seismic risk in each structure will be valuable to the
building owner, the greatest motivation will be in the public’s
demand for significant reduction in personal and financial
losses normally resulting from earthquakes.
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Objective: Emphasize Earthquake Mitigation Policies That
         Recognize Economic Value

Strategies and Initiatives

4.1 Demonstrate Cost Effectiveness

4.1.1 Develop economic models and real-case studies that
demonstrate the cost effectiveness of specific design,
construction, and retrofit methods based on increased
levels of property, contents, functionality, and tax
base protection. Make those findings available to the
policy makers and the lending, insuring, and taxing
agencies.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 3 to 5 years

4.1.2 Develop reliable simulation models that demonstrate
the cost effectiveness of enhanced performance stan-
dards.

Priority: Very Important

4.2 Develop Incentives

4.2.1 Establish state and local revenue-generating policies
to provide incentives for cost-effective loss reduction.

Priority: Very Important

4.2.2. Work with the mortgage lending industry to establish
objective criteria in which increased seismic perfor-
mance of structures is incorporated into mortgages
and underwriting practices.

Priority: Very Important

4.2.3 Work with the insurance industry to establish objec-
tive criteria in which increased seismic performance
of structures is incorporated into insurance and un-
derwriting practices.

Priority: Very Important

Economics Initiatives

4.2.4 Identify and eliminate federal, state, and local regula-
tory and financial disincentives for seismic retrofit.

Priority: Very Important

4.2.5 Define measurable goals for economic loss reduction
as a result of increased incentives.

Priority: Very Important

4.3 Include Property Protection in Model Codes

4.3.1 Incorporate cost-effective seismic design standards in
model codes based on protection of property and
functionality.

Priority: Very Important

4.3.2 Develop statewide constituency to establish the cost-
effective levels of property-based performance codes.

Priority: Important

4.3.3. Define measurable goals for economic loss reduction
as a result of performance-based codes and standards.

Priority: Very Important

4.4 Protect Functionality of Infrastructure

4.4.1 Establish public policy that incorporates increased
seismic design standards in the design, construction,
and operation of infrastructure, based on the need to
maximize functionality after earthquakes.

Priority: Very Important

4.4.2 Define measurable goals for economic loss reduction
as a result of increased standards.

Priority: Very Important
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Efficient use of land is one of the most critical issues in effective loss reduction and
recovery from the disastrous effects of earthquakes. Because the risk of loss from earth-
quakes increases as the population increases, several areas of concern emerge with
respect to land use: 1) generally, seismic hazard knowledge is neither adequately incor-
porated nor consistently applied in land use decision making; 2) acceptable levels of
seismic performance in new developments are not clearly understood; 3) environmen-
tal review procedures are not adequately addressing seismic hazards; and 4) develop-
ments subject to inundation due to potential dam or levee failure or tsunami effects
are not adequately identified and protected.

Objective

To improve land use planning to achieve optimum balance between the needs for the state’s
population and economic growth and the constraints imposed by seismic hazards.

Strategies

Incorporate Seismic Hazard Data in General Plans

Update all urban area general plans with new information
about seismic hazards, including potential inundation.
Ensure that all local general plans are updated within one
year of the date that the state and other recognized agen-
cies publish new seismic hazards maps. Ensure consistent
enforcement of all requirements.

Strengthen the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Process

Require that all projects subject to environmental review
in accordance with the CEQA are properly evaluated and
adequately mitigate seismic hazards, using the latest data
published by state and other recognized agencies.

Develop Mitigation Techniques

Develop and incorporate standards that reflect acceptable
levels of seismic performance and loss reduction tech-
niques for new and existing development.

Protect Areas from Inundation

Ensure that all areas subject to potential inundation from
earthquake-induced dam or levee failure or tsunami run-
up have been adequately identified and appropriate loss
reduction strategies have been incorporated in general
plans.

Land Use Element

Benefits

Land planning that incorporates strategies to deal with seis-
mic hazards will help eliminate loss of life and mitigate prop-
erty damage, including potential abandonment (“ghost-
town” effects) and its negative impact on long-range planning
goals, and will ensure economic and environmental viability.

Responsibilities

The state is primarily responsible for development of data
and publication of seismic hazard maps. Local agencies are
responsible for incorporation of the maps into their general
plans and for enforcement. Public and private land owners
and property developers are responsible for using the knowl-
edge effectively and incorporating cost-effective mitigation
techniques into each of their projects.

Costs

Additional cost to the state for review and coordination of
local general plans will be minimal. Cost to local govern-
ments for formalizing the seismic hazard maps into their
general plans will vary depending on how and when updat-
ing occurs. Cost to private developers will vary depending on
site-specific conditions.

Incentives

Land use and zoning incentives such as density rights trans-
fer, historic district bonuses, and zoning options should be
considered. Incentives should be provided, or negative incen-
tives removed, for owners who voluntarily comply with the
latest known seismic hazard data and upgrade buildings’
seismic performance without increasing the size or use of the
facilities.
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Objective: Achieve Balance Between Growth and Seismic Hazards

Strategies and Initiatives

5.1 Incorporate Seismic Hazard Data in General Plans

5.1.1 Require geotechnical and geological reports address-
ing seismic hazards for all subdivisions pending
completion and adoption of mapping under the Seis-
mic Hazards Mapping Act for any jurisdictional area.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 2 years

5.1.2 Amend state planning law to require local govern-
ments to review and update the safety element every
five years (or sooner if appropriate) to incorporate the
most recent geologic and technical information avail-
able.

Priority: Very Important

5.2 Strengthen CEQA Process

5.2.1 Amend the California Environmental Quality Act Guide-
lines, including Appendix G and Appendix I, to ex-
plicitly require initial studies and environmental
impact reports (EIRs) to address and provide for
adequate mitigation of seismic hazards.

Priority: Very Important

5.2.2 Require the seismic hazards portion of initial studies
and EIRs to be prepared by appropriate technical
experts.

Priority: Very Important

5.2.3 Give local government emergency managers opportu-
nity to review initial studies and EIRs so that seismic
hazards may be adequately identified.

Priority: Very Important

5.3 Develop Mitigation Techniques

5.3.1 Require local governments to list and catalog, in ac-
cordance with geologic data, seismic and geologic
hazards reports submitted to them with normal envi-
ronmental, subdivision, and other project review
procedures. Make reports available to the public as
required by the Public Information Act.

Priority: Important

Land Use Initiatives

5.3.2 Amend state planning law to establish policies and
mitigation requirements in safety elements of local
general plans related to the use, occupancy, and reha-
bilitation of buildings that are considered seismically
vulnerable.

Priority: Very Important

5.3.3 Review potential tsunami hazards, prepare inunda-
tion maps, and recommend appropriate mitigation
strategies and responsibilities.

Priority: Important

5.3.4 Encourage general plan policies to recognize the
aggregate effect of potential seismic hazards on adja-
cent uses and consider appropriate mitigation.

Priority: Very Important

5.4 Protect Areas from Inundation

5.4.1 Require owners, developers, and flood control dis-
tricts to prepare and revise inundation maps every ten
years in light of major new downstream develop-
ment. Amend land use laws to require current and
updated dam inundation maps be available and re-
viewed before approving development of critical
facilities and large-scale developments.

Priority: Important

5.4.2 Require proponents of critical facilities and major
large-scale developments located downstream of
dams to review the latest inundation maps and up-
date the maps as necessary in light of their develop-
ment.

Priority: Important

5.4.3 Amend statutes to impose sanctions on dam owners
who fail to prepare and submit inundation maps as
required.

Priority: Important

5.4.4 Amend the state planning law to require that state
and local agencies make specific findings known
regarding the acceptability of inundation hazards
before approving development of critical facilities and
major large-scale developments.

Priority: Important
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Many of California’s existing buildings, including homes, are vulnerable to damage
or collapse from earthquakes. Most seismic retrofit projects to date have focused ap-
propriately on life safety and have not significantly reduced the potential loss to
property, personal disruption, and productivity. Continuing occurrence of earthquake
damage to older and recently constructed buildings clearly demonstrates the need for
heightened awareness of the benefit of increased performance levels beyond life
safety.

Objectives

To initiate aggressive efforts toward reducing loss of life and vulnerability of property in exist-
ing buildings. To ensure that all existing high-occupancy and essential services buildings are
upgraded to remain occupiable following earthquakes.

Strategies

Provide Incentives to Retrofit

The economic structure affecting property ownership and
the building industry should provide compelling incen-
tives for retrofitting structural and nonstructural elements
of existing buildings in accordance with standards that
improve seismic performance.

Initiate Broad Educational Efforts

Educate building owners, design professionals, and others
involved in the retrofit design and construction process
about the benefit of retrofitting existing buildings for im-
proved performance, including basic structures,
nonstructural components, and operational elements.

Develop Effective Methodologies

Continue to develop a reliable and practical performance-
based methodology to ensure that seismic retrofit design
and construction can be accomplished with consistent
results.

Upgrade Vulnerable Buildings and Other Structures

Establish effective risk reduction programs to upgrade
seismically vulnerable buildings. Priorities should include
essential services buildings, public and private schools,
single- and multifamily housing, parking structures, and
facilities housing hazardous materials.

Existing Buildings Element

Benefits

Significant reductions in loss of life, property damage, and
business interruptions, which may lead to loss of market
share and tax revenues, will result from applying aggressive
retrofitting strategies to vulnerable buildings.

Responsibilities

Responsibility rests at all levels of the public and private
sectors. The state of California should take the lead in moti-
vating and initiating the strategies and in implementing them
for state-owned buildings, and it should place a high priority
on legislation, education, financial approaches, and code
development necessary to achieve this goal.

Costs

The state’s cost in setting policy and direction will be mini-
mal. Cost to local jurisdictions for implementation will be
nominal. Retrofit costs to the state, school districts, local
governments, and other property owners may be significant
and will vary depending on the effectiveness of design and
the incentives.

Incentives

Economic incentives for seismic retrofit may include alterna-
tive funding, reduced insurance rates, tax benefits, and ex-
tended longevity of the property function. Experience indi-
cates the value of retrofitting is stifled by a lack of clear
financial incentive. Significant improvement, within an accel-
erated time frame, can be accomplished only by recognition
of the economic advantage of improved seismic performance.
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Objective: Upgrade Vulnerable Buildings and Structures

Strategies and Initiatives

6.1 Provide Incentives to Retrofit

6.1.1 Encourage economic incentives, such as improved
mortgage terms, reduced insurance rates, and positive
tax benefits, for upgrading structural and
nonstructural elements in buildings.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 10 years

6.1.2 Amend the California Building Code to allow upgrad-
ing of the structural and nonstructural elements of
buildings without triggering other code upgrade
requirements, providing the work is intended to im-
prove seismic performance.

Priority: Important

6.1.3 Amend local regulations to allow increased use or
area in consideration of seismic retrofit.

Priority: Important

6.2 Initiate Broad Educational Efforts

6.2.1 Develop and implement continuing education pro-
grams aimed at increasing the knowledge of those
responsible for enforcing seismic design principles,
including building inspectors, plan checkers, and
others involved in the construction trades.

Priority: Very Important

6.2.2 Develop and implement plans to increase the build-
ing owner’s general knowledge of and appreciation
for the value of seismic upgrading of the building’s
structural and nonstructural elements.

Priority: Very Important

6.3 Develop Effective Methodologies

6.3.1 Continue efforts to develop reliable and practical
methodologies and codes for: 1) minimum prescrip-
tive retrofit standards; and 2) enhanced performance-
based retrofit standards for the structural and
nonstructural elements of all types of existing public
and private buildings, including essential services
buildings and higher-education institutions, that can
provide cost-effective improved seismic resistance.

Priority: Very Important

Existing Buildings Initiatives

6.4 Upgrade Vulnerable Buildings and Other Structures

6.4.1 Report to the public the changes in understanding of
the seismic vulnerability of selected buildings, or
conditions that warrant wide attention. Address the
problems discovered through continual study of
earthquake effects on buildings. Include methods to
handle the associated technical, administrative, and
public policy issues.

Priority: Very Important

6.4.2 Ensure that essential service and hospital buildings
remain occupiable and the time to regain full oper-
ability is minimized. Operation includes the continu-
ance of all utility services and systems necessary for
proper function of such facilities.

Priority: Very Important

6.4.3 Identify and prioritize all seismically vulnerable pub-
lic and private buildings. Establish a mitigation plan
to reduce the risk posed by those buildings, including
structural and nonstructural elements, equipment,
and contents. The most vulnerable and the most es-
sential buildings should be addressed as the highest
priority.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 10 years

6.4.4 Adopt, by legislation, appendix chapters 5 and 6 of
the Uniform Code for Building Conservation, or compa-
rable sections of successor documents, for the seismic
retrofit of tilt-up buildings and older homes.

Priority: Very Important

6.4.5 Adopt modifications to the building codes, including
the California Historic Building Code, to require seismic
retrofit of seismically vulnerable buildings when
major modifications, alterations, or additions to the
building require issuance of a building permit.

Priority: Important

6.4.6 Enforce the California Building Standards Code for all
modifications, alterations, or additions to state-owned
buildings.

Priority: Important
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6.4.7 Encourage building occupants, lease holders, mort-
gage providers, and insurers to require building own-
ers to disclose seismic risks and the options to miti-
gate them prior to executing new or continuing
financial commitments in connection with the build-
ing use.

Priority: Important

6.4.8 Adopt legislation to require compliance with the
current Unreinforced Masonry (URM) Building Law
in accordance with the Uniform Code for Building Con-
servation (UCBC).

Priority: Important

6.4.9 Develop and adopt postearthquake repair and retrofit
standards for damaged buildings.

Priority: Very Important

Existing Buildings Initiatives (Continued)
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Earthquake protection of new buildings based on providing life safety and collapse-
resistant structures has been reasonably successful in moderate earthquakes. Protec-
tion of property and economic loss control have not received as much emphasis and
are not yet as successful. As a result, property and economic loss due to earthquake
damage to recently completed buildings and contents has been unacceptable. Losses
have been due to 1) limited knowledge of the performance of materials and systems; 2)
lack of a complete approach to seismic design, including all elements of buildings and
their contents; and 3) inadequate quality control of design and construction. The dam-
age from recent earthquakes clearly demonstrates the need for continued improve-
ment in these three areas to achieve cost-effective seismic performance of new con-
struction.

Objective

To achieve more consistent levels of safety by developing techniques that provide higher levels of
earthquake resistance that will reduce potential property losses, minimize environmental dam-
age, and protect the economic viability of the state.

Strategies

Include All New Buildings

Require all new construction, including publicly owned
facilities and other buildings now effectively exempt from
regulation, to conform to state-of-the-art seismic safety
provisions.

Develop Integrated Approach to Design

Design new facilities based on an integrated approach
considering all elements of the construction (structural
and nonstructural elements, support systems, building
contents, and site improvements) that contribute to seis-
mic performance.

 Adopt California-Specific Standards

Develop, adopt, and enforce state-of-the-art model build-
ing codes and amendments that affect seismic safety and
meet the specific needs of the state.

Do Performance-Focused Research

Sponsor and encourage problem-focused research and
development to improve the reliability and economic
effectiveness of performance-based seismic design and
construction methods.

New Buildings Element

Benefits

The benefits are significant reductions in of loss life, property
damage, and business interruptions.

Responsibilities

The state should, by example, take the lead in implementing
the strategies and motivate all public entities to enforce cur-
rent seismic regulations on all new construction.

Costs

Costs to the state and to local jurisdictions and building own-
ers will be minimal. Overall, the cost will be an insignificant
fraction of the total life-cycle cost of a building.

Incentives

Incentives are the key to achieving increased levels of perfor-
mance. Direct-to-owner economic incentives may include
improved funding options, reduced insurance rates, tax re-
lief, and the availability of unconventional funds similar to
the “energy fund.” Other incentives should be considered,
such as zoning and building code options that reflect the
value of improved seismic performance.
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Objective: Increased Reliability for Human Safety and Property Protection

Strategies and Initiatives

7.1 Include All New Buildings

7.1.1 Require that all state and local agencies and special
districts have construction projects regulated by inde-
pendent building code enforcement entities with en-
forcement, citation, and stop-work authority. Assign
government officials to be responsible for enforcement
of codes and regulations.

Priority: Very Important

7.1.2 Require public utilities, essential facilities, publicly
owned facilities and hazardous waste facilities not
currently regulated under the Alquist-Priolo Earth-
quake Fault Zone Act and the Seismic Hazards Map-
ping Act to incorporate mitigation for earthquake-
induced site instability.

Priority: Very Important

7.2 Develop Integrated Approach to Design

7.2.1 Clarify the California Building Code to assign responsi-
bility for seismic resistance design coordination and
quality assurance during construction of all building
elements and components.

Priority: Very Important

7.2.2 Implement training, quality control, and enforcement
procedures to ensure that all new construction is built
in accordance with the design and the building code.

Priority: Very Important

7.3 Adopt California-Specific Standards

7.3.1 Amend statute to allow California to adopt seismic-
specific amendments to national model building
codes that meet the specific needs of the state and
that apply to all state and local jurisdictions.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 2 years

7.3.2 Amend the California Building Code to require that
seismic design strategies of public and private acute-
care hospital facilities be applied to equipment and
contents as well as structural and nonstructural ele-
ments so that they remain functional after an earth-
quake.

Priority: Very Important

New Buildings Initiatives

7.3.3 Ensure that essential service and hospital buildings
can continue to operate in the event of earthquakes, as
required by current law, including the continuance of
all utility services and systems necessary for proper
operation of the facility.

Priority: Very Important

7.3.4 Amend the California Building Code to require indepen-
dent professional review for important, irregular,
complex, special-occupancy, and critical facilities, and
for all buildings where mandated enhanced perfor-
mance objectives are required.

Priority: Important

7.3.5 Amend statute to allow any interested party to submit
proposed seismic-specific amendments to the Califor-
nia Building Code for consideration and adoption by
the California Building Standards Commission.

Priority: Important

7.3.6 Require every building department to have an appro-
priately licensed design professional, on staff or under
contract, to provide advice on structural and seismic
safety issues.

Priority: Very Important

7.4 Do Performance-Focused Research

7.4.1 Provide substantial, continuing support to develop the
knowledge and practical basis for developing perfor-
mance-based design procedures for buildings and
systems.

Priority: Important

7.4.2 Provide continuing support to develop performance-
based design and construction procedures for build-
ings and systems, participating with other organiza-
tions to the extent practical.

Priority: Important
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Utilities and transportation systems can experience severe disruptions under earth-
quake conditions: 1) major supply lines and high-volume routes are insufficiently re-
sistant to earthquakes or lack adequate redundancy (alternate systems); and 2) when
secondary lines and routes are seismically vulnerable and alternate systems are over-
whelmed by earthquake damage. Primary concerns about utilities include the critical
lack of redundancy or upgrading in public and private facilities. This applies to water
and waste water (including dams), natural gas, communications, and electrical sys-
tems. Transportation concerns are similar and include highway bridges, roadways,
railroads, airports, and harbors. Significant disruption of these systems would cause
extensive long-term economic losses, societal disruption, and personal danger.

Objective

To ensure that all public and private utilities and transportation systems can withstand earth-
quakes to the degree that they will be able to: 1) provide protection of life; 2) limit damage to
property; and 3) provide for the resumption of system functions as soon as practicable. The
intent of this objective is to limit the impact to only short-term interruptions, with minimal life
loss and economic disruption to the affected regions.

Strategies

Ensure Performance Standards

Establish seismic performance standards for utilities and
transportation systems, including inter-dependency of
different systems (such as water and gas) to ensure ad-
equate risk reduction strategies.

Mitigate Secondary Effects

Establish a comprehensive program for minimizing the
secondary effects (such as gas fires, hazardous material
spills, sanitation overflows) resulting from damage and
disruption to utility or transportation systems in order to
minimize life and property losses, environmental damage,
and economic degradation.

Evaluate and Prioritize Mitigation Measures

Evaluate each system to identify vulnerabilities for life
safety and service disruption and prioritize risk reduction
strategies, including redundancy, to minimize those vul-
nerabilities.

Retrofit Critical Systems

Ensure that retrofit of all critical utilities and transporta-
tion systems is funded and authorized so that the work
can be accomplished in the funding time frame.

Utilities & Transportation Element

Benefits

Benefits to California include timely restoration of utilities
and transportation systems that ensures a significant reduc-
tion in loss of life, societal costs, and economic disruption.

Responsibilities

Public and private owners of utility or transportation systems
are responsible for attaining the objective and for preparing
and carrying out their own seismic safety implementation
plans. The state should establish policies on acceptable levels
of performance and monitor statewide utilities and transpor-
tation systems to accomplish the strategies outlined.

Costs

Cost to the state for agency administration will be minimal.
Cost to public and private owners of utility or transportation
systems will depend on the amount of mitigation work re-
quired. The retrofit of critical systems may require consider-
able expenditures.

Incentives

Incentives may include improved funding options, reduced
insurance rates, tax benefits, public recognition of good per-
formance, governmental certification of reliable service, and
regulatory options or trade-offs that reflect the value of the
system’s improved seismic performance.
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Utilities & Transportation Initiatives

Objective: Protect Life, Limit Property Damage, and Resume Functions

Strategies and Initiatives

8.1 Ensure Performance Standards

 8.1.1 Establish and/or update performance standards for
system and facility design, construction, maintenance,
operation, and inspection of all public and private util-
ity and transportation systems. Include related critical
facilities and consideration of the interdependency
between systems. Include minimum performance stan-
dards for critical wireless systems, such as cellular tele-
phones, the Internet, and emergency radios, including
their related fiber-optics, towers, and emergency
power. Include minimum performance standards for
natural gas pipelines, oil pipelines, refineries, and elec-
trical transmission lines. Include minimum perfor-
mance standards for water conveyance systems, tun-
nels, elevated roadways, rail systems, and ports.

Priority: Very Important

8.1.2 Require utilities that are not regulated by the Califor-
nia Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to adopt the
equivalent seismic performance standards required of
utilities that are regulated by the PUC.

Priority: Very Important

8.1.3 Require public and private utilities and transportation
systems to address the earthquake hazards identified
in the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Zone Act and the
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act.

Priority: Important

8.2 Mitigate Secondary Effects

8.2.1 Develop and implement a comprehensive educational
program aimed at instructing providers and users
about potential secondary hazards inherent in disrup-
tion or failure of a system. Include all forms of second-
ary hazards, including, but not limited to, those from
major transportation spills of hazardous materials,
natural or liquefied petroleum gas leaks at mobile
home parks, electrically ignited fires, and unbraced
gas water heaters.

Priority: Important

8.2.2 Educate local governments and the public about the
application of gas safety devices such as automatic
shutoff valves.

Priority: Very Important

8.3 Evaluate and Prioritize Mitigation Measures

8.3.1 Develop effective methods of minimizing utility sys-
tem disruption from earthquake-damaged transmis-
sion and distribution lines (gas, oil, electrical, water,
and waste water), including earthquake-activated
shutoff and restart, monitoring, and management
systems.

Priority: Important

8.3.2 Develop methods to ensure effective inter-provider
coordination for maintaining and restoring critical
systems to reasonable levels of service subsequent to
damaging earthquakes. Encourage the voluntary
actions of existing and future interprovider seismic
working groups, consisting of representatives of each
type of utility and transportation provider.

Priority: Important

8.4 Retrofit Critical Systems

8.4.1 Identify potentially vulnerable public and private
primary water supply and distribution facilities,
including state- and federally regulated dams and
public and private levees. Upgrade vulnerable sys-
tems to ensure timely reactivation of essential systems
after damaging earthquakes.

Priority: Very Important

8.4.2 Identify potentially vulnerable major transportation
arteries that have minimal redundancy and whose
service disruption would cause significant hardship
on the communities they serve. Establish functional
priorities and upgrade or replace as appropriate to
ensure restoration of major arteries to reasonable
levels of service.

Priority: Very Important

8.4.3 Identify potentially vulnerable public and private
utility systems, including electric, gas, oil, water, and
communication systems. Upgrade vulnerable essen-
tial systems to ensure their operation and timely
restoration to reasonable levels of service.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 5 years
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Individual business owners and corporate decision makers do not fully understand
the potential loss of life, property, personal dislocation, social disruption, and eco-
nomic losses resulting from earthquakes. Several areas are of concern: 1) limited
awareness of the potential for loss of life and property; 2) a false sense of security
based on the assumption that the government will protect against all economic losses;
3) no clear understanding that a problem really exists (“It won’t happen to me.”); 4) an
attitude that fails to recognize the need for self-reliance (“Preparedness starts at
home.”), expressing itself instead as “There is nothing I can do about it”; and 5) limited
knowledge of what to do and how to pay for it.

Objectives

To increase understanding of the consequences (personal loss, social disruption, and economic
impact) that can result from earthquakes. To increase understanding of the options for mitiga-
tion and the need to take action. To develop a comprehensive approach to preparedness for indi-
viduals, business owners, and corporate decision makers.

Strategies

Increase Understanding of Potential Impact

Develop an effective program for increasing the under-
standing of the potential for loss of life, personal disloca-
tion, social disruption, and economic losses. Provide con-
sistent, focused, in-depth information to individuals,
business owners, and corporate decision makers on proper
steps for earthquake preparedness.

Develop Comprehensive Approach

Develop a comprehensive approach to cost-effective earth-
quake loss reduction. Include all aspects of an individual’s
life, from home to workplace, including such areas as per-
sonal planning, securing of contents and fixtures, building
retrofit, and stockpiling of critical supplies.

Encourage Individuals to Act

Develop a methodology that will encourage everyone to
act. Develop economic and regulatory incentives to facili-
tate and reward actions that will reduce potential losses.

Improve K-12 School Preparedness

Ensure effective preparedness of K-12 public and private
schools, their staffs, students, and facilities. Provide emer-
gency response training for staffs and students. Minimize
nonstructural hazards and stockpile critical supplies.

Preparedness Element

Benefits

A fully informed and prepared citizenry will reduce loss of
life and property, personal dislocation, social disruption, and
indirect economic losses.

Responsibilities

The state should take the lead in motivating and coordinating
the statewide preparedness system and the strategies out-
lined. Local agencies working with the statewide plan will be
responsible for implementation within their jurisdictions.
Private sector efforts need to be coordinated with the imple-
mentation plans of the state and local governments.

Costs

Overall, the cost of preparedness is expected to be low. Cost
to the state and to local jurisdictions, individuals, and build-
ing owners will be minimal depending on the extent of
preparation undertaken.

Incentives

The greatest incentive to improve the current system will be
the public’s demand for significant reduction of the personal
and financial losses that normally result from earthquakes.
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Strategies and Initiatives

9.1 Increase Understanding of Potential Impact

9.1.1 Develop information for individuals, families, and the
business sector about the human and economic im-
pact of earthquakes. Disseminate consistent informa-
tion in appropriate forms and languages.

Priority: Very Important

9.1.2 Develop information for community-based organiza-
tions about the impact of earthquakes on their organi-
zations and those they serve. Include information
about actions they can take to prepare for and miti-
gate the effects of earthquakes.

Priority: Important

9.2 Develop Comprehensive Approach

9.2.1 Encourage community-based organizations to expand
training programs for individuals in preparedness so
that they can effectively help their constituents reduce
potential losses and continue to serve them after an
earthquake.

Priority: Important

9.2.2 Extend the scope of the existing Home Owner’s Guide
to include all multifamily housing.

Priority: Important

9.2.3 Develop public policy establishing a comprehensive
program for seismic upgrading of private homes.
Include procedures for strapping water heaters, rein-
forcing masonry chimneys, bolting foundations, brac-
ing cripple walls, and strengthening weak (soft story)
configurations.

Priority: Important

9.2.4 Encourage voluntary seismic inspections (including
estimates of the cost for correcting deficiencies) at the
time of resale of any residential property as part of the
Home Warranty inspection process.

Priority: Important

9.3 Encourage Individuals to Act

9.3.1 Promote the establishment of Community Emergency
Response Team (CERT) programs in all communities
throughout the state.

Priority: Important

9.3.2 Expand the scope of Neighborhood Watch programs
to include earthquake preparedness and neighbor-
hood earthquake response information in all commu-
nities in the state.

Priority: Important

9.3.3 Develop economic and regulatory incentives for home
and business owners to facilitate and reward actions
that will reduce potential losses, such as securing
nonstructural elements, contents, and fixtures that
pose potential hazards.

Priority: Very Important

9.3.4 Develop and maintain a state presence on the Internet
that spotlights earthquake preparedness, inviting
discussion and informing the public about regula-
tions, methods, and procedures for loss reduction.
Include related public domain documents.

Priority: Important

9.4 Improve K-12 School Preparedness

9.4.1 Require compliance with the Standardized Emer-
gency Management System (SEMS). Ensure schools,
district governing boards, and administrators develop
and implement school emergency plans and provide
staff training as required by the Education Code.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 3 to 5 years

9.4.2 Ensure schools, district governing boards, and admin-
istrators implement the requirements for minimizing
nonstructural hazards and ensuring a sufficient stock-
pile of water and other critical supplies to be used for
first aid, sanitation, and food.

Priority: Very Important

Preparedness Initiatives

Objective: Comprehensive Approaches to Preparedness
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Emergency management and response systems continue to improve with each event;
however, systems can be further strengthened through greater collaboration and part-
nership with and between public, private, nonprofit agencies, and the community.
Deficiencies still exist in 1) resources needed for better communication during an
event; 2) resources in and coordination among the public and private medical response
systems; 3) resources for sustained search-and-rescue operations; 4) reliable and timely
information management; and 5) adequate and sustained resources for emergency
management at all levels of government.

Objective

To improve emergency management and response systems

Strategies

Improve Communications

Improve statewide communication systems to provide for
effective transmission of information among response
organizations.

 Improve Medical Response

Encourage and support the public and private medical
response systems, with an emphasis on adequate re-
sources, planning, training, and coordination.

Improve Search and Rescue

Expand the local, regional, and statewide urban search-
and-rescue capability, including strategically located
search-and-rescue training facilities, additional teams, and
adequate equipment, through a sustained funding source.

Improve Emergency Management Capability

Develop a workable system for enhancing emergency
management, including the collection and dissemination
of damage assessment information and other critical data.

Emergency Response Element

Benefits

The benefits are improved and effective emergency responses
leading to preservation of lives and property.

Responsibilities

The state should take the lead in motivating and coordinating
the statewide emergency response system. The state is re-
sponsible for creating and operating training facilities. Local
agencies will be responsible for staff utilization. Other public
levels, the medical community, media, and private sector will
be involved in much of the implementation

Costs

Cost to the state for implementation of the strategies will be
considerable. Cost to local agencies could also be consider-
able, although the use of existing personnel and resources is
envisioned.

Incentives

Achievement of the objectives of this element will be depen-
dent on strong state policy as part of the state’s overall risk
reduction plan. While the need for effective emergency re-
sponse is obvious, the greatest motivation to improve the
current system will be the public’s demand for significant
reduction in personal and financial losses normally resulting
from earthquakes.
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Objective: Improved Emergency Management and Response Systems

Strategies and Initiatives

10.1 Improve Communications

10.1.1 Provide interoperable, upgraded regional and local
emergency communications, including 1) mutual-aid
channels for police, fire, and emergency medical ser-
vices; 2) regional emergency communications coun-
cils with authority to establish regional standards for
emergency communication; and 3) response and
recovery public broadcast channels for the public.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 3 year

10.1.2 Provide more efficient use of the rapidly changing
wireless-, cellular-, and potential satellite-telephone
system during emergencies. Include priority access to
wireless cellular service for emergency use, the de-
ployment of portable wireless satellite cell sites, and
limited public access to wireless cellular phone ser-
vice during emergencies and the possible extension of
communications ability by use of other emergency
technologies.

Priority: Very Important

10.1.3 Equip all local government operational areas to both
send and receive Emergency Digital Information
Systems (EDIS) messages.

Priority: Important

10.2 Improve Medical Response

10.2.1 Provide sustainable resources, including funding for
regional planning personnel and other improvements
in the medical and health mutual-aid system.

Priority: Very Important

10.2.2 Integrate public and private outpatient clinics, skilled-
nursing facilities, and speciality clinics in the local
medical and health disaster response system.

Priority: Very Important

10.2.3 Provide adequate training for nongovernmental staff
and personnel providing medical and health disaster
response in accordance with the Standardized Emer-
gency Management System’s approved course of
instruction and the Hospital Emergency Incident
Command System.

Priority: Very Important

Emergency Response Initiatives

10.3 Improve Search and Rescue

10.3.1 Establish and maintain strategically located and prop-
erly equipped and staffed search-and-rescue training
facilities to provide real-time preparedness training for
emergency response personnel.

Priority: Very Important

10.3.2 Ensure that all teams have a complete cache of special-
ized urban search-and-rescue equipment.

Priority: Very Important

10.3.3 Improve emergency response coordination between all
state and local levels of government, emergency re-
sponse organizations, and supporting private sector
entities.

Priority: Important

10.3.4 Evaluate the need for expanded urban search-and-
rescue capability, which could include additional
teams and/or support to local urban search-and-rescue
providers.

Priority: Important

10.3.5 Provide adequate resources for maintenance and re-
placement of specialized urban search-and-rescue
equipment cache.

Priority: Very Important

10.4 Improve Emergency Management Capability

10.4.1 Improve the capability and quality of computer simu-
lation models for projecting where to expect damage in
the immediate aftermath of an earthquake.

Priority: Very Important

10.4.2 Finalize procedures and training for use of Emergency
Managers Mutual Aid (EMMA). Ensure input from
local emergency officials. Include criteria for selection
and methods for reimbursement.

Priority: Important

10.4.3 Develop and distribute coordinated public informa-
tional products for governmental public information
officers and news media representatives’ pre- and
postearthquake use.

Priority: Important
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10.4.4 Develop emergency response and recovery public
information that is broadcast-ready.

Priority: Important

10.4.5 Develop improved tools and technologies for use by
emergency responders to make accurate and rapid
initial damage assessments.

Priority: Very Important

Emergency Response Initiatives (Continued)

10.4.6 Develop sustainable funding sources for adequate
emergency management at all levels of government.

Priority: Very Important

10.4.7 Develop procedures and training for use by emer-
gency managers when providing or receiving mutual
aid. Ensure input from local emergency managers and
include criteria for selection and methods for cost
reimbursement.

Priority: Important
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Recovery methods have improved with each earthquake; however, there are still a
number of deficiencies that impair effective and speedy recovery and have resulted in
unacceptable levels of personal and financial loss. Deficiencies exist in 1) funding for
effective management of the recovery process (including mitigation); 2) adequate
interim shelter and housing, particularly for those with special needs; 3) plans and
resources to accommodate interim and long-term postearthquake housing; and 4)
adequate knowledge and preparation by the public, business, and service sectors for
effective recovery.

Objective

To establish and fund a statewide earthquake recovery plan aimed at social and economic re-
covery in the public and private sectors through better and more responsive plans, procedures,
and utilization of resources.

Recovery Element

Strategies

Establish Statewide Strategic Recovery Plan

Establish a statewide strategic earthquake recovery plan
aimed at normalizing the social and business environ-
ments, public and private, and minimizing the time and
cost of recovering from an earthquake.

Expand Interim and Long-term Housing Capability

Develop plans for interim and replacement housing re-
sponsive to varying levels of loss and strategies for the
financing of long-term housing reconstruction based on
state-of-the-art data collection on housing losses and re-
covery costs.

Expedite Permitting and Rebuilding Process

Develop guidelines to streamline the permitting and re-
building process so that disruption of individuals and
businesses is minimized and rapid personal and economic
recovery is ensured.

Provide Accurate and Timely Information

Establish a coordinated public information strategy to
provide accurate and timely recovery and mitigation in-
formation to the public and private sectors through all
available means.

Benefits

Economic and social impact over the long term will be mini-
mized, and communities will be able to return to normal
more rapidly.

Responsibilities

The state shall take the lead in motivating and coordinating
the statewide strategic recovery plan and the strategies out-
lined. Local agencies will be responsible for implementation.
Other public levels and the private sector will be involved in
much of the implementation.

Costs

Planning cost to the state should be similar to the cost of
other statewide planning efforts. Cost to local agencies will
vary depending on whether existing resources can be used
for planning, implementation, and maintenance.

Incentives

Achieving the objectives of this element will be dependent on
strong state policy on recovery and mitigation in the overall
risk reduction plan. The strongest motivation to improve the
current system will be in the demand for significant reduc-
tion in personal, business, and public losses resulting from
earthquakes.
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Objective: Statewide Recovery Plan and Implementation

Strategies and Initiatives

11.1 Establish Statewide Strategic Recovery Plan

11.1.1 Develop a strategic Statewide Disaster Recovery Plan.

Priority: Very Important

11.1.2 Identify and secure sources of funding for disaster
recovery and mitigation.
Priority: Very Important

11.1.3 Maintain and augment, as necessary, provisions for
such continued human services as interim housing,
feeding, medical care, and psychological assistance.

Priority: Very Important

11.1.4 Develop a public and private partnership program for
incorporating disaster assistance recovery teams
(including appropriate specialties such as psychology,
nursing, communications, clergy, and building inspec-
tion) into local emergency plans, including coverage
of all areas of assurance and all jurisdictional levels.

Priority: Important

11.1.5 Plan for shelter, interim housing, and other recovery
needs unique to people with special needs, including
the frail, elderly, disabled, and others.

Priority: Important

11.1.6 Establish the definition of the emergency period of a
disaster to include the beginning phases of recovery,
the organizational responsibilities, the use and coordi-
nation of volunteer assistance, and other elements as
necessary.

Priority: Important

11.1.7 Develop comprehensive operational guidelines tai-
lored to the needs of each region for the effective
removal, recycling, and/or disposal of rubble after
earthquakes.

Priority: Important

11.1.8 Update and distribute the state’s earthquake recovery
manuals for local governments.

Priority: Important

11.2 Expand Interim and Long-term Housing Capability

11.2.1 Establish plans for accommodating large displaced
populations on an interim basis by using military
facilities, publicly owned parks and recreational facili-
ties, manufactured housing, and other appropriate
options.

Priority: Critically Important
Time to accomplish: 5 years

11.2.2 Develop guidelines and incentives for landlords to
make existing vacancies available for interim housing.

Priority: Important

11.2.3  Develop and maintain a database of actual housing
(and other sector) losses and recovery costs from all
earthquakes.

Priority: Important

11.2.4 Develop a strategy for the use of manufactured hous-
ing in a postdisaster environment.

Priority: Important

11.3 Expedite Permitting and Rebuilding Process

11.3.1 Develop guidelines to help local governments expe-
dite the permitting and rebuilding process through
the use of “one-stop” centers. This process will mini-
mize the disruption of individuals and businesses and
accomplish personal and economic recovery in the
fastest time possible.

Priority: Important

11.3.2 Develop a model plan, standards, and training for
postdisaster permitting of repairs and modifications.

Priority: Important

11.3.3 Develop an implementation strategy (such as training
manuals) to disseminate information regarding the
permitting and rebuilding process (11.3.1) and the
standards for repairs and modifications (11.3.2).

Priority: Important

11.4 Provide Accurate and Timely Information

11.4.1 Identify stakeholders and develop a strategy to inte-
grate emergency and recovery public information into
emergency and recovery management.

Priority: Important

Recovery Initiatives


